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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND SIGNIFICANCE 
 
Background and Research Objectives 
We have identified several acid mine drainage (AMD)-impacted systems in which the acidic, 
dissolved Fe(II)-rich fluids emerge at the terrestrial surface from underground coal mine works.  
At these systems, AMD flows over the surface in a “sheet-flow” fashion with a water depth of 
approximately 0.5 cm.  The AMD sheet flow characteristic of these systems facilitates the 
aeration of the initially anoxic AMD, and enhances the activities of aerobic Fe(II) oxidizing 
bacteria (FeOB).  FeOB catalyze the oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) at greater rates than could be 
achieved via the abiotic reaction between Fe(II) and O2 at the pH associated with these systems 
(pH = 3.0 – 4.5).  The biogenic Fe(III) subsequently hydrolyzes and precipitates as a variety of 
Fe(III) (hydr)oxide phases, giving rise to extensive Fe(III) (hydr)oxides that are referred to as 
iron mounds.  In some cases, the oxidative precipitation of Fe from AMD leads to removal of 
≥90% of dissolved Fe from AMD.  Since removal of Fe from AMD is one of the most pressing 
treatment objectives of AMD treatment, the activities associated with these iron mounds could be 
exploited to achieve this goal.  These sheet flow systems are quite remarkable, since none of 
these sites have received human intervention to stimulate Fe removal. As such, iron mounds 
could serve as inexpensive and sustainable approaches to AMD treatment.  Implicit in the 
development of these iron mounds is the fact that at some point in time, “pristine” soil (i.e. 
unimpacted by AMD) was infiltrated by AMD, inducing shifts in the microbial communities 
associated with the systems that culminated in the microbial communities that are currently 
capable of robust Fe(II) oxidizing activity. 
 
However, the dynamics of this adaptation is unclear.  In this 2012 OWRC-USGS-funded project, 
we sought to answer the following questions: 

1) Is the robust Fe(II) oxidizing activity associated with iron mounds attributable mostly 
to a) microorganisms that are suspended in AMD and “delivered” to the formerly 
pristine soil, b) microorganisms associated with pristine soil, or c) synergistic 
interaction between microorganisms associated with both AMD and pristine soil? 

2) Do microbial communities associated with AMD and pristine soil develop robust 
Fe(II) oxidizing activities that are comparable to those of mature iron mound 
sediments? 

3) What changes in microbial community composition accompany the development of 
robust Fe(II) oxidizing bacterial activities? 

With an eye toward the development of “designed” iron mounds for AMD treatment, it has been 
suggested that “seeding” sediments with material (and associated microorganisms) from mature 
iron mounds could enhance the development of robust Fe(II) oxidizing microbial activities, so 
we asked the additional question: 



4) Does the addition of iron mound sediment (and associated microorganisms) to 
pristine soil facilitate the more rapid development of robust Fe(II) oxidizing 
activities? 

 
Methodology 
AMD, iron mound sediments, and pristine soil (nearby soil that was unimpacted by AMD) were 
collected from an AMD-impacted system in North Lima, OH that is referred to as the Mushroom 
Farm (Figure 1). All experiments were conducted as semi-continuous reactor experiments, in 
which 5 g of iron mound sediment and/or soil were suspended in 50 ml of AMD and incubated 
under oxic conditions.  For experiments to evaluate the relative contributions of AMD- and soil-
associated microorganisms to the development of Fe(II) oxidizing activities, incubations were 
conducted using non-sterile AMD and non-sterile soil, filter-sterilized AMD and non-sterile soil, 
non-sterile AMD and heat-deactivated soil, and filter-sterilized AMD and heat-deactivated soil, 
as a negative control. To roughly approximate the continuous infiltration of AMD into 
sediments/soil, 25 ml of fluid was periodically removed from reactors and replaced with fresh 
AMD.  Dissolved Fe(II) and pH were periodically measured throughout the experiments.  
Experiments to determine whether rates of Fe(II) oxidation increased with continuous incubation 
of AMD with pristine soil were conducted as described above, and included reactors that 
contained 5 g of iron mound sediment, 5 g of pristine soil, or 4 g pristine soil with 1 g of iron 
mound sediment suspended in 50 ml of AMD.  In addition to dissolved Fe(II) and pH, FeOB 
abundances (as colony forming units per unit volume in reactor; CFU/ml) were determined in 
periodically removed samples using a solid medium that specifically targets aerobic 
microorganisms capable of using Fe(II) as an electron donor.  First-order rate constants for Fe(II) 
oxidation (k) were calculated by linear least squares regression fitting of ln[Fe(II)] vs. time (t) 
using the equation: 

ln[Fe(II)t] = -kt + ln[Fe(II)initial] 
Samples were also periodically removed from the reactors, and genomic DNA was extracted for 
evaluation of microbial communities associated with the sediments/soil using nucleic acid-based 
approach targeting partial sequences of 16S rRNA genes of microorganisms associated with the 
soils/sediments. 
 
Principal Findings 
AMD- and soil-associated microbial contributions to Fe(II) oxidation.  Initial rates of Fe(II) 
oxidation were highest in incubations containing non-sterile soil and non-sterile AMD, and 
oxidative precipitation of Fe was incomplete in incubations containing filter-sterilized AMD and 
heat-deactivated soil after 28 d of incubation (Figure 2 and Table 1).  While initial rates of Fe(II) 
oxidation in incubations containing either non-sterile soil and filter-sterilized AMD or heat-
deactivated soil and non-sterile soil than those that contained non-sterile soil and AMD (Figure 
2), the rates of Fe(II) oxidation in all incubations except the sterile controls reached comparable 
levels in all incubations after three exchanges with fresh AMD (Table 1).  Based on these results, 
it appears that the development of robust Fe(II) oxidizing bacterial activity is due to synergistic 
activities of microorganisms associated with soil and AMD. 
 
Development of Fe(II) oxidizing activities. The rates of biological Fe(II) oxidation far exceeded 
abiotic oxidation of Fe(II) in all incubations (Figure 3).  Fe(II) oxidation was incomplete in 
incubations containing pristine soil and pristine soil amended with iron mound sediment, and did 



not occur in incubations containing iron mound sediment only (Figure 3), suggesting that the 
majority of oxidative precipitation of Fe(II) was attributable to microbiological activity.  In 
incubations containing pristine soil or pristine soil with iron mound sediment, pH decreased as 
Fe(II) oxidation proceeded, due to hydrolysis and precipitation of biogenic Fe(III) (Figures 3 and 
4).  Incubations were reamended with fresh AMD 11 times, and with successive replacements of 
AMD, the rates of Fe(II) oxidation increased (Table 2), suggesting that the microbial 
communities associated with the soils/sediments adapted to continuous intrusion of AMD.  The 
amendment of soil with iron mound material appeared to decrease the number of exchanges 
required to achieve maximal rates of Fe(II) oxidation (Table 2), suggesting that the use of 
material from existing iron mounds could be a useful approach to enhance the development of 
robust Fe(II) oxidizing activity in “engineered” iron mounds. 
 
Characterization of microbial communities associated with soil/sediment incubations.  After 24 
d of incubation, abundances of FeOB were highest in incubations containing iron mound 
sediment and soil amended with iron mound sediment (1 x 104 and 6 x 103, respectively).  While 
FeOB could not initially be detected in incubations containing pristine soil only, their abundance 
increased to approximately 1 x 103 after 24 d of incubation. After 0, 6, 12, 18, and 24 d of 
incubation, DNA was extracted from incubations after washing of soils and sediments with 
ammonium oxalate, to remove Fe(III) (hydr)oxides.  Additionally, DNA was extracted from 
organisms associated with pristine soil, iron mound sediment, and AMD. High quality genomic 
DNA was recovered from all samples.  DNA recovered from each sample was shipped to 
Molecular Research LP (Shallowater, TX) for 454 pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA genes.  
Analysis of these sequences  revealed a shift in microbial community composition, whereby 
microbial communities in incubations that contained soil and AMD developed characteristics 
that were similar to those of the “mature” iron mound sediments (Figure 5).  Furthermore, 
“seeding” soil with mature iron mound sediment enhanced the development of robust Fe(II) 
oxidizing activities (Figure 5). 
 
Significance 
The results that we report here are quite striking in that they illustrate the rapid rate at which 
microbial communities associated with pristine soil adapt to intrusion of AMD, resulting in rapid 
rates of Fe(II) oxidation.  The robust Fe(II) oxidizing activities appear to be attributable to some 
type of synergistic activities of microorganisms associated with the formerly pristine soil and 
microorganisms suspended in the AMD that may colonize the soil.  We observed that this 
adaptation is quite rapid, with combined soil- and AMD-associated microorganisms catalyzing 
Fe(II) oxidation at rates comparable to iron mound sediment after one exchange with fresh 
AMD.  This response appears to be enhanced by the addition of iron mound material (with 
associated microorganisms).  Analysis of microbial communities indicates that soil-associated 
microbial communities develop characteristics of “mature” iron mound sediments quite rapidly, 
and indicate that relatively simple approaches to mimic the hydrologic characteristics of iron 
mounds may lead to the development of robust Fe(II) oxidizing microbial communities in soils 
that had not previously been impacted by AMD. 
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Figure 1. Various field site photographs of the Mushroom Farm. A) Google Earth image of the 
Mushroom Farm. B) Iron hydroxide crust and ‘sheet flow’ conditions of the Mushroom farm. C) 
Abandoned residence front yard view of iron hydroxide ‘sheet flow.’ D) Close-up image of the 
iron hydroxide mound formed under ‘sheet flow’ conditions. 
  



Figure 2. Dissolved Fe(II) (blue squares) and pH (red triangles) in four different microcosm 
incubations including pristine soil and AMD from the Mushroom Farm. Error bars = one 
standard deviation. 
  



 
Figure 3. Dissolved Fe(II) concentrations in three different microcosm incubations over 24 days. 
Microcosms included: pristine soil (top panel), pristine soil amended with iron mound sediment 
(middle panel), and iron mound sediment (bottom panel). Blue triangles represent Fe(II) 
concentrations in non-sterile incubations. Red squares represent Fe(II) concentrations in 
formaldehyde-deactivated controls. Error bars = one standard deviation of triplicate incubations. 
 
 



 
Figure 4. pH of three different microcosm incubations over 24 days. Microcosms included: 
pristine soil (top panel), pristine soil amended with iron mound sediment (middle panel), and 
iron mound sediment (bottom panel). Blue triangles represent pH of non-sterile incubations. Red 
squares represent pH of formaldehyde-deactivated controls. Error bars = one standard deviation 
of triplicate incubations. 
  



 
Figure 5. PCoA analysis of microbial communities associated with iron mound sediment, AMD-
unimpacted soil, and AMD (red, blue, and green Ç, respectively) and iron mound sediment (red 
shapes), AMD-unimpacted soil (blue shapes), and iron mound-seeded AMD-unimpacted soil 
mixed (purple shapes) incubated with AMD for (�) 0, (¢) 6, (®) 12, (p) 18, and (q) 24 days 
using weighted UniFrac (Lozupone and Knight, 2005; Lozupone et al., 2007). Oval is to aid in 
visualizing clustering of IM-associated microbial communities. Arrow is to aid in visualizing the 
separation of soil-associated microbial communities from AMD-unimpacted soil with continuing 
exposure to AMD. 
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